
Robert Smith
Assistant Sales Manager/Office 
Manager

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Dynamic, cultural, well rounded, career driven individual that can successful handle a wide range 
of functions using a combination of creative, strategic, and problem solving skills. I am currently 
seeking a marketing or account executive position with a fashion or marketing firm. Areas of 
interest are: customer service, marketing, brand development, brand management, social media 
marketing, fashion marketing, fashion merchandising, brand image consulting and fashion 
consulting.

SKILLS

Solidworks, Excel, ERP, Crystal Reports.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Assistant Sales Manager/Office Manager
ABC Corporation  February 1994 – March 2004 
 Managed all new contract manufacturing projects including technical oversight, scheduling, 

and customer communication.
 Quoted all products including evaluating all engineering estimates (process plans, material 

costs, and outside service costs).
 Developed manufacturing process plans and document release packages to include all 

technical requirements.
 Responsible for all customer relationship management including communicating all quality, 

delivery, and pricing information.
 Supported supply chain management with strategic sourcing decisions for suppliers 

representing over $5M in annual purchases.
 Assisted with the creation of work instructions and procedures in support of ISO Certified 

quality management system.
 Contracted and directed web developers to overhaul and redesign company website.

Assistant Sales Manager
ABC Corporation  1991 – 1994 
 Managed markdowns, purchase orders, invoicing, cash reconciliation, inventory control
 Updated stock and evaluated customer buying habits through computerized sales data 

analysis
 Planned networking events and developed business alliances to aract new customers
 Identified and shopped competitors
 Effectively led teams of up to 20 employees an in extremely fast pace environment; hired and

scheduled employees
 Directed promotions, store events, and customer service seminars; conducted sales contest 

and product knowledge workshops
 Managed retail operation and cultivated program to train sales associates Demonstrated 

creative skills with recognized window displays and in-store layout for customer appeal 
Developed highly effective sales plans and coupons to up-sell the customer Consistently 
achieved financial objectives, including sales goals and shrink reduction Developed several 
associates to management positions, earning a reputation as a skill coach and mentor
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EDUCATION

Master of Business Administration in Mechanical Engineering - (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
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